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a b s t r a c t
Flexible rule-guided behavior develops gradually, and requires the ability to remember the
rules, switch between them as needed, and implement them in the face of competing information. Our goals for this study were twofold: ﬁrst, to assess whether these components of
rule-guided behavior are separable at the neural level, and second, to identify age-related
differences in one or more component that could support the emergence of increasingly
accurate and ﬂexible rule use over development. We collected event-related fMRI data
while 36 children aged 8–13 and adults aged 20–27 performed a task that manipulated rule
representation, rule switching, and stimulus incongruency. Several regions – left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), left posterior parietal cortex, and pre-supplementary motor
area – were engaged by both the rule representation and the rule-switching manipulations.
These regions were engaged similarly across age groups, though contrasting timecourses
of activation in left DLPFC suggest that children updated task rules more slowly than did
adults. These ﬁndings support the idea that common networks can contribute to a variety
of executive functions, and that some developmental changes take the form of changes in
temporal dynamics rather than qualitative changes in the network of brain regions engaged.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
From infancy through adolescence, children show
remarkable developments in the ability to control their
thoughts and actions. Their behaviors become less tied
to sensory input and habitual responses, and increasingly
driven by higher-order goals that can help to override more
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automatic responses (Diamond, 1985; Luna et al., 2004;
Munakata et al., in press; Zelazo, 2004). Such cognitive control relies upon the integrity of prefrontal cortical regions
and associated networks (Bunge and Wright, 2007; Crone,
2009; Casey et al., 2005; Diamond, 1990; Luna et al., 2010).
Cognitive control comprises a number of functions, including the ability to represent appropriate rules for behavior
in a variety of contexts, to ﬂexibly switch between rules,
and to deal with conﬂict when competing rules indicate
different courses of action.
One factor in children’s improvements in cognitive control is the ability to use increasingly higher-order task rules
to select the appropriate action (Bunge and Zelazo, 2006;
Jacques and Zelazo, 2005; Kharitonova and Munakata,
2011; Rougier et al., 2005; Snyder and Munakata, 2010).
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The prolonged developmental progression of rule-guided
behavior has been hypothesized to reﬂect different rates
of development among distinct prefrontal cortical regions
(Bunge and Zelazo, 2006). According to this framework,
infants and toddlers make use of stimulus-outcome rules
(e.g., strawberries bring pleasure), which depend on
orbitofrontal cortex, while older children can also use conditional rules (e.g., stop when a light is red, go when the
light is green), which depend on ventrolateral and dorsolateral prefrontal regions (Bunge et al., 2005).
There is some evidence for a partial dissociation
between the brain regions involved in representing complex conditional rules and in switching ﬂexibly between
these rules (Crone et al., 2006a,b). In one previous study,
rule representation was examined by contrasting bivalent
rules, in which stimulus-response mappings depended on
a current context, with univalent rules, in which stimulusresponse mappings were ﬁxed (Crone et al., 2006b).
Rule representation and rule-switching both engaged a
core set of brain regions, including lateral prefrontal
cortex (lPFC), pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA),
and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) (Crone et al., 2006b).
However, there was also evidence for a partial dissociation between the regions involved in representing
rules and those involved in switching ﬂexibly between
them. Speciﬁcally, pre-SMA demonstrated a greater effect
of rule switching whereas lPFC demonstrated a greater
effect of rule complexity. These two regions demonstrated different developmental trajectories, with delayed
maturation of lPFC-mediated rule representation relative to pre-SMA mediated rule switching (Crone et al.,
2006a).
An open question is whether this neural dissociation
observed between rule representation and switching, and
the prolonged developmental progression for rule representation, hold for other aspects of rule representation in
addition to the complexity of the rule structure (Bunge
and Zelazo, 2006). For example, task rules can also vary
in terms of whether the stimulus-response mappings are
arbitrary; pushing a left button for a green light and a right
button for a red light (an arbitrary mapping) is more difﬁcult than pushing a left button for a left-pointing arrow
and pushing a right button for a right-pointing arrow (a
non-arbitrary mapping). Rather than requiring the representation of higher-order rules, the more difﬁcult rule
in this case may require greater maintenance in working
memory, in order to guide the less automatic response
(Miller and Cohen, 2001).
Another open question concerns the temporal dynamics of brain regions that support rule-guided behavior, and
how these dynamics may change with development. For
example, developmental transitions have been observed in
the temporal dynamics of cognitive control, with children
transitioning from a reactive to a proactive form of cognitive control across development (Andrews-Hanna et al.,
2011; Chatham et al., 2009; Finn et al., 2010). That is,
children appear more likely to retrieve rule information
reactively from long-term memory as needed, while adults
are more likely to employ a proactive form of cognitive control, maintaining rules in working memory until they are
needed (Munakata et al., in press).

To examine these issues regarding the neural underpinnings of rule-guided behavior and its development, we
conducted an event-related fMRI study in school-aged children and young adults. We used the Nemo task (Baym et al.,
2008), which requires participants to switch ﬂexibly from
one task rule to another, with one of these task rules involving an arbitrary response mapping while the other does
not. The task involves three distinct manipulations: (1) Rule
Type: a manipulation of rule representation, comparing
arbitrary with non-arbitrary stimulus-response mappings,
(2) Switching: whether the rule switches or repeats, and (3)
Incongruency: whether a stimulus would elicit the same
response or a different response depending on whether
participants are required to make a judgment based on the
color or the orientation of the stimulus.
This fMRI task design allowed us to address three key
questions. First, do distinct networks support the ability
to represent arbitrary rules, switch ﬂexibly between rules,
and implement rules in the face of distracting information? Second, are there differences between children and
adults in the networks engaged for these various aspects
of rule use? Third, are there differences between children
and adults in the temporal dynamics of activation of brain
regions involved in ﬂexible rule use?
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Thirty-six healthy, native English-speaking, righthanded volunteers aged 8–13 (M = 10.56; 11 males, 9
females) and 20–27 (M = 22.44; 5 males, 11 females) were
recruited using local advertisements and through the University of California, Davis. Informed consent was obtained
from each participant (and the primary caregiver for children) in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and
the study was approved by the Internal Review Board at
the University of California, Davis. The majority of the children in this sample served as controls for an fMRI study of
Tourette syndrome (Baym et al., 2008).
2.2. Task design
Participants were instructed on a trial-by-trial basis to
use one of two visually presented rule cues to determine
the appropriate response for a given target stimulus (Fig. 1).
The words “COLOR” and “DIRECTION”, presented onscreen,
served as the rule cues. The target stimuli were characters from the Disney movie “Finding Nemo”, manipulated
in Adobe Photoshop CS2 to produce 16 stimuli in various
shades of red and blue, facing to the left or right of the
screen at various angles.
On Direction trials, participants were to press a left button in response to a leftward facing stimulus, and to press a
right button for a rightward facing stimulus. On Color trials,
participants were to press one button for red stimuli and
the other button for blue stimuli. Half of the participants
were taught that a red stimulus indicated a left-button
press and a blue stimulus indicated a right-button press,
and half were taught the reverse. Participants used the
index and middle ﬁngers of their right hand to respond.
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Fig. 1. On each trial of the Nemo task, participants were instructed to respond with a left or right button press to each stimulus, based on the relevant rule
for that trial (Color or Direction). 200 ms before the start of a trial, a crosshair alerted participants to ﬁxate to the center of the screen. The instructional
cue, “Color” or “Direction”, appeared for 2300 ms, followed immediately by a cartoon stimulus. Participants had 1500 ms to respond to this target stimulus.
Each trial was followed by a variable-duration inter-trial interval (ITI) of 2–8 s.

On each trial, a ﬁxation cross appeared for 200 ms, followed by the instructional cue for 2300 ms, and then a
target stimulus for 1500 ms. Color and Direction trials were
pseudo-randomly ordered throughout a scan, with variable
inter-trial intervals interspersed between them. The order
of trial type presentation and jittered ﬁxation was determined using Optseq2, an optimizing program designed to
allow for maximal efﬁciency in deconvolving trials from
each condition and baseline activation (Dale, 1999). Intertrials intervals ranged from 2 to 8 s, as determined by the
Optseq algorithm.
The task involved a 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design with
independent manipulations of Rule Type, Switching, and
Incongruency (Fig. 2). The Rule Type factor (Direction or
Color) was determined by whether a trial involved the
Color rule, for which the associated response mapping was
arbitrary, or the Direction rule, for which it was not. The

Switching factor (Repeat or Switch) was determined by
whether the rule type of the current trial was the same of
different compared to the rule type of the previous trial. The
Incongruency factor (Congruent or Incongruent) was determined by whether or not the response associated with both
the Color and the Direction rules was the same or different
for the given stimulus.
2.3. Training procedure
Children were introduced to the scanner environment
with a mock scanner at the UC Davis Imaging Research
Center, where they were trained to lie still while listening to MRI pulse sequences. During the training session,
participants learned the stimulus-response mappings for
the Color and Direction rules, and practiced applying them
both on paper and in a 3-min computerized test. Adults did

Fig. 2. A depiction of the factorial design, involving three factors: Rule Type (Color vs. Direction), Switching (Switch vs. Repeat), and Incongruency
(Incongruent vs. Congruent). The cells in the factorial design comprise the eight experimental conditions.
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not participate in a mock scan, but were taught the Color
and Direction rules in the same manner.
2.4. Data acquisition
Participants completed 192 trials of the Nemo task over
the course of four 4.5-min fMRI scans, with an equal number of trials for each bin within the 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design.
Scan lists were counterbalanced across participants.
Imaging was performed using an 8-channel phasedarray coil on a 3-T Siemens Trio MRI scanner (Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the UC Davis
Imaging Research Center. Participants viewed stimuli backprojected onto a projection screen with a mirror mounted
on the head coil and responded using a button box held
in their right hand. The scan session included a T2 localizer scan, four 4.5-min fMRI runs, and a high-resolution
three-dimensional T1 MPRAGE anatomical scan.
Blood Oxygen Level-Dependent (BOLD) data were collected using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence
(TR = 2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, 34 axial slices, no inter-slice
gap, 3.4 mm × 3.4 mm × 4 mm voxels, ﬂip angle = 90◦ , ﬁeld
of view = 220 mm, 135 volumes per run). The ﬁrst four
volumes from each functional scan were removed from
our analysis to account for magnetic ﬁeld equilibration.
To minimize the effects of head movement on the fMRI
data, we implemented the gradient-echo echo-planar pulse
Prospective Acquisition Correction (3D-PACE) sequence
which prospectively adjusts scan parameters throughout
a run on the basis of real-time assessment of head motion
(Siemens Medical Solutions).
2.5. Data analysis
We conducted a 4-way ANOVA on the behavioral
results, with Rule Type (Color vs. Direction), Switching
(Switch vs. Repeat), and Incongruency (Incongruent vs.
Congruent) as within-subject factors, and age group (Children vs. Adults) as a between-subject factor.
fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM5
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London,
UK). Functional volumes from each participant were ﬁrst
corrected for interleaved slice acquisition, and submitted
to a rigid-body motion correction. These motion-corrected
functional images were then spatially normalized to an
EPI template and resampled to 3 mm × 3 mm × 4 mm voxels. Both children and adult participants were normalized
to this template, as the SPM EPI template has been validated for use in normalization of brain volumes for children
aged 6 and up (Burgund et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2003).
Finally, functional images were smoothed using an 8-mm
full-width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analyses were performed using the general
linear model in SPM5. Functional MRI time-series data
were modeled as a series of events, time-locked to the
onset of the instruction cue at the beginning of each trial,
and were convolved with SPM’s canonical hemodynamic
response function (HRF). Each of the eight cells in the factorial design was modeled as a separate condition, and
incorrect trials were modeled separately from correct trials. The resulting functions were used as covariates in a

general linear model, along with covariates of no interest including their ﬁrst and second temporal derivatives,
six motion covariates (head translation and rotation along
three dimensions), and a covariate for session effects. The
least-squares parameter estimates, for each condition, of
height of the best-ﬁtting response function were used in
whole-brain contrasts, and the resulting contrast images
(each of the 8 conditions vs. ﬁxation baseline), computed on
a subject-by-subject basis, were submitted to group analyses.
Group analyses were conducted as whole-brain
ANOVAs in SPM5, which can include up to three factors. We
consider results from two whole-brain mixed ANOVAs: the
ﬁrst included Rule Type and Switching as within-subjects
factors, and age group as a between-subjects factor; the
second ANOVA was similar, but included Incongruency
instead of Switching as a within-subjects factor. Including
age group as a factor in each ANOVA served to balance
the contribution of each group to the overall parameter
estimates, given that we had data for 20 children but
only 16 adults. Results that involved Incongruency were
obtained from the second ANOVA; all other results were
obtained from the ﬁrst ANOVA. Within-subjects statistics,
in the context of SPM5’s ANOVA routine, were obtained
by normalizing the contrast data to the group means. For
each examined contrast, we report all activation clusters
that survived thresholding at p < .001 (uncorrected), with
an extent threshold of 20 voxels. Conjunction analysis was
performed using the minimum statistic, i.e. by taking the
minimum T-value across multiple contrasts (Nichols et al.,
2004).
ROI analyses were conducted using Marsbar. For cortical regions that demonstrated signiﬁcant engagement
for one or more of the three manipulations (Rule Type,
Switching, or Incongruency) in the mixed ANOVAs (as
described above), we identiﬁed functional ROIs. In each
ROI, we extracted condition-speciﬁc parameter estimates
and subjected these to a four-way mixed ANOVA (Rule
Type × Switch × Incongruency × Group) using R. We tested
for main effects of the experimental manipulations (apart
from those used to deﬁne the ROI), effects of age group,
and potential interactions. In addition, event-related timecourses were obtained for selected ROIs, using the ﬁnite
impulse response (FIR) method. This method involved ﬁtting a separate impulse regressor to each 2-s interval of
data within the 12-s window of data following each trial
onset.
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral results
Children performed fairly well overall on the Nemo
task, although they were less accurate than adults (85%
vs. 97% correct; p = .008), and exhibited slower response
times (RTs) (891 vs. 755 ms; p < .0001). We had predicted
that participants, and in particular children, would experience relatively greater difﬁculty when (1) the relevant
stimulus-response mapping was arbitrary rather than nonarbitrary (Rule Type manipulation), (2) the target stimulus
was incongruent (Incongruency manipulation), and/or (3)
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Fig. 3. Mean accuracy (left) and response time (right) for each experimental condition, for children and adults.

the rule switched from the previous trial (Switching manipulation). All of these predictions were borne out (Fig. 3).
All three manipulations affected accuracy and response
times in both age groups (all p’s < 0.05). Moreover, the
overall accuracy difference between children and adults
was driven by signiﬁcant interactions between age group
and each of the three experimental factors, such that
children’s accuracy was impacted more than adults’ by
each of the manipulations (Age × Incongruency: p < .001;
Age × Switching: p = .005; Age × Rule Type: p < .001).
In addition to these main effects and interactions
with age group, there were interactions between each
of the experimental factors (Rule Type × Switching, Rule
Type × Incongruency, and Switching × Incongruency; all
p’s < 0.01). For each of these interactions, the effect of one
factor was greater for the more difﬁcult condition of the
second manipulation; for example, there was a greater
effect of Incongruency for Color trials than for Direction
trials. Notably, both Rule Type and Switching had a greater
impact on the Incongruency effect in children than in
adults (p’s < 0.001). Thus, we observed strong interactions
between the manipulations.
3.2. fMRI results: whole-brain analyses
3.2.1. Question 1: Are there common or distinct brain
networks for representing arbitrary rules, switching
ﬂexibly between rules, and implementing rules in the face
of distracting stimulus information?
To identify regions associated with each experimental
factor, we examined the main effect contrasts within the
whole-brain ANOVAs (Fig. 4 and Table 1). The main effect of
Rule Type (Color > Direction; red in Fig. 4) yielded activation
across a bilateral fronto-parietal network, and was particularly strong in left-hemisphere PPC, DLPFC, and premotor

cortex (PMC), and bilateral pre-SMA (Table 1A). The main
effect of Switching (Switch > Repeat; blue in Fig. 4) produced a highly similar pattern of activation, with maximal
engagement in left PPC, left DLPFC, and bilateral pre-SMA
(Table 1B). The conjunction of Rule Type and Switching
(yellow in Fig. 4) yielded activation in left DLPFC, left
PPC, and PMC. The main effect of Incongruency (Incongruent > Congruent) yielded no areas of activation.
Given the apparent similarity between the Rule Type
and Switching manipulations, we conducted a follow-up
analysis designed to identify any signiﬁcant differences
between them. Speciﬁcally, we computed for each participant the contrast between Rule Type and Switching effects,
i.e. (Color > Direction) > (Switch > Repeat),3 and submitted
the resulting contrast images to a one-sample t-test. This
contrast yielded activation in right DLPFC that was engaged
more strongly by the Rule Type manipulation (Table 1C),
and a cluster in left middle occipital gyrus (MOG) that
was engaged more strongly by the Switching manipulation
(Table 1D).
3.2.2. Question 2: Are there differences between children
and adults in the neural substrates of rule-guided
behavior?
We sought next to compare and contrast the activation patterns for the two age groups. Overall, children and
adults showed highly similar patterns of task-related activation; however, probing for a main effect of Group (in
the Group × Rule Type × Switching ANOVA) did reveal several regions with greater overall activation in adults than

3
This contrast reduces to Color Repeat > Direction Switch, thus targeting the regions that distinguish between the Rule Type and Switching
manipulations.
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Fig. 4. Whole brain activation, across all participants, associated with the Rule (red) and Switch (blue) manipulations. Yellow indicates areas of overlap.
Results are displayed at p < .001 (uncorrected). MNI z-coordinates are provided next to each brain image.

in children, including bilateral pre-SMA and PMC and left
PPC (Table 1E), as well as regions demonstrating greater
activation in children than in adults, including right inferior parietal lobe and a cluster within the cingulate gyrus
(Table 1F). At the whole-brain level, no regions were signiﬁcantly activated by the interaction between Group and
Rule or by the interaction between Group and Incongruency. There was activation associated with the interaction
between Group and Switching, in left superior temporal
gyrus as well as in right middle temporal gyrus (Table 1G).
Children, but not adults, engaged these regions more for
Switch trials than for Repeat trials.
3.3. fMRI results: ROI analyses
From the whole-brain ANOVAs, we selected for further examination each cortical cluster that demonstrated
signiﬁcant activation for Rule Type and/or Switching. No
clusters were selected for Incongruency, since none were
signiﬁcantly engaged by this manipulation, and subcortical clusters were not included in this analysis. Functional
ROIs based on the overlap between effects of Rule Type and

Switching (i.e. based on the minimum statistic conjunction
analysis) were located in left DLPFC (79 voxels), left PMC
(41 voxels), left PPC (300 voxels), and pre-SMA (31 voxels).
Functional ROIs based on the main effect of Rule Type were
located in right DLPFC (62 voxels) and right PMC (38 voxels), and an ROI based on the main effect of Switching was
located in left MOG (23 voxels). Parameter estimates from
each of these functional ROIs are shown in Fig. 5.
By deﬁnition, four of the ROIs that we examined
were activated for both Rule Type and Switching, and
together constitute a common network for representing arbitrary rules and switching between them. Right
PMC, which was identiﬁed from the Rule Type manipulation, also demonstrated a marginal effect of Switching
(F = 3.7, p = .06). On the other hand, right DLPFC, identiﬁed from the same contrast, demonstrated no effect of
Switching. Left MOG, identiﬁed from the Switching manipulation, demonstrated no effect of Rule Type. None of the
ROIs that we examined demonstrated a signiﬁcant effect
of Incongruency. However, right PMC did demonstrate
a Rule Type × Incongruency interaction (F = 9.5, p = .004),
such that Incongruency had a greater effect for Color
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Table 1
Activation clusters for select contrasts, each thresholded at p < .001 (uncorrected) with a minimum cluster-size of 20 voxels. The following contrasts failed
to produce activation clusters at this threshold, and so are excluded from the table: Incongruency (main effect), Group × Rule Type, Group × Incongruency.
DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, PMC = premotor cortex, pre-SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, MOG = middle occipital gyrus, STG = superior
temporal gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobe, IPL = inferior parietal lobe.
Region

B.A.

x, y, z (peak)

T-value (peak)

# Voxels

9
9
6
6
8, 6
7, 40

−45, 24, 32
45, 36, 36
−27, −3, 68
24, −3, 68
0, 12, 56
−27, −69, 60
−3, −9, 12

4.8
5.0
5.0
3.9
5.4
7.8
4.8

164
62
98
38
143
705
35

9
6
8, 6
7, 40
19
37

−48, 15, 32
−30, −6, 64
−3, 6, 56
−9, −72, 56
−30, −90, 20
−39, −54, −24

4.1
4.0
3.9
5.2
4.1
3.7

95
41
31
365
23
32

Differential effects (Rule Type vs. Switching)
C. Rule Type > Switching ((Color − Direction) > (Switch − Repeat))
R. DLPFC
9

39, 52, 24

4.1

71

D. Switching > Rule Type ((Switch − Repeat) > (Color − Direction))
18, 17, 19
L. MOG, cuneus

−12, −93, 4

7.5

198

Age group: main effects and interactions
E. Group (Adults > Children)
Pre-SMA
L. PMC
R. PMC
L. IPL
L. MOG
R. MOG

6, 8
6
6
40
18
18

9, 12, 52
−36, −12, 60
27, 0, 60
−48, −36, 52
−21, −93, −8
9, −90, 24

4.9
5.1
5.2
4.5
4.4
3.8

99
136
136
144
40
41

F. Group (Children > Adults)
R. IPL
Cingulate gyrus

40
31

54, −66, 40
3, −27, 44

4.5
3.9

45
24

G. Group × Switching
L. STG
R. MTG

22
21

−57, −27, 4
60, −18, −4

4.3
4.9

64
72

Main effects
A. Rule Type (Color > Direction)
L. DLPFC
R. DLPFC
L. PMC
R. PMC
Pre-SMA
L. SPL, IPL, precuneus
Thalamus
B. Switching (Switch > Repeat)
L. DLPFC
L. PMC
Pre-SMA
L. SPL, IPL, precuneus
L. MOG
L. Cerebellum

trials than for Direction trials. A similar trend was observed
in left PMC (F = 3.1, p = .09).
Overall, both age groups showed highly similar patterns
of task-related activation in these ROIs. A signiﬁcant or
marginal main effect of group was observed in left PMC
(F = 9.8, p = .003), right PMC (F = 4.2, p = .04), left PPC (F = 6.4,
p = .01), and left MOG (F = 3.7, p = .06). In each of these
regions, parameter estimates were higher for adults than
for children across all conditions.4 However, there were
no interactions between age group and any of the three

4
While our ANOVA-based whole-brain analysis aimed to balance
the contribution of each group to the overall parameter estimates, the
functional ROIs obtained from this would be completely unbiased with
respect to group only in the unlikely case that both groups had equivalent levels of noise. In fact, the voxels identiﬁed in this way will be biased
toward showing greater signal change in the group with higher noise levels (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009). The slightly smaller size of the adult group
could contribute to higher noise levels in adults; on the other hand, the
child group had higher average variance (looking across each ROI and
condition). Group effects reported for the ROIs should be considered with
this caveat in mind.

manipulations for any of the ROIs, indicating that children
and adults engaged these regions in a similar fashion during
performance of the Nemo task.
In addition to calculating average parameter estimates
for each of the functional ROIs, we extracted event-related
timecourses to test for possible differences between children and adults in temporal dynamics. Across all four of
the regions that were engaged for both Rule Type and
Switching (left DLPFC, left PMC, left PPC, and pre-SMA),
we observed an intriguing pattern: in children, but not in
adults, activation at the beginning of each trial appears to
have been driven by the previous trial’s rule, such that it
was higher when switching from or repeating the Color rule
and lower when switching from or repeating the Direction
rule.
We tested whether this effect was signiﬁcant in one
or more of these ROIs by submitting activation values
from the ﬁrst 2-s time bin (from 0 to 2 s, time-locked to
the presentation of the rule cue) to a three-way ANOVA
(Rule Type × Switching × Group). We observed a signiﬁcant
effect in left DLPFC (Rule Type × Switching × Group: p = .04;
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Fig. 5. Parameter estimates for each experimental condition, for each group, from seven selected ROIs: left DLPFC, left PMC, left PPC, and pre-SMA (obtained
from the overlap between Rule Type and Switching contrasts); right DLPFC and right PMC (obtained from the Rule Type contrast), and left MOG (obtained
from the Switching contrast).

Rule Type × Switching (children): p = .03; see Fig. 6), and
trend-level effects in the other three regions (left PMC,
SMA, and left PPC); the effect in left DLPFC does not survive the p < .007 threshold that the Bonferroni correction
for seven ROI analyses would impose, but the consistency of the pattern of age-related differences in temporal
dynamics for regions engaged by Rule Type and Switching
warrants further investigation.

engaged similarly across children and adults, even though
children performed the task less accurately and more
slowly than adults. The primary differences between these
age groups may take the form of distinct temporal dynamics in the activation of these cognitive control regions,
rather than differences in the set of regions engaged. We
discuss each of these points in turn, together with their
implications and relations to the existing literature.

4. Discussion

4.1. Shared neural substrates for rule-guided behavior
and task-switching

As participants performed the Nemo task, several cognitive control regions – left PPC, left DLPFC, left PMC, and
pre-SMA – responded to the manipulations of both Rule
Type and Switching. These cognitive control regions were

The high degree of overlap in regions responding to the
Rule Type and Switch manipulations – left PPC, left DLPFC,
left PMC, and pre-SMA – is consistent with the idea that
the process of switching to a new rule engages the same
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Fig. 6. BOLD activation FIR timecourses from the left DLPFC ROI, for correct congruent trials, separately for children and adults. At the onset of each trial,
activation in children but not in adults reﬂected the rule of the previous trial.

regions that support the representation of arbitrary task
rules in the absence of a switch. The fact that these regions
are engaged by both manipulations may reﬂect the general role of these regions in the sustained activation of
task-relevant information in working memory, which can
provide top-down support when task performance is not
automatic, e.g., during task-switching (Cohen and ServanSchreiber, 1992; Morton and Munakata, 2002) and during
the retrieval of an arbitrary task rule that is not yet welllearned (Donohue et al., 2005; Rougier et al., 2005; Souza
et al., 2009).
More broadly, our ﬁnding of shared neural substrates
for rule-guided behavior and task-switching is consistent
with theoretical frameworks that emphasize the role of
task-relevant activation in supporting a variety of executive functions, including shifting, inhibition, updating, and
monitoring (e.g., Miller and Cohen, 2001; Munakata et al.,
2011; Velanova et al., 2009). For example, a factor analysis of executive function reveals a common factor that
is tapped across a wide range of executive function tasks
(including Stroop, Stop Signal, Antisaccade, Keep-Track,
N-Back, and task-switching), in addition to more speciﬁc
factors; a parsimonious interpretation is that the common
factor reﬂects active goal maintenance in prefrontal cortical regions, which supports a variety of executive functions
(Friedman et al., 2007).
Although the behavioral data indicate that participants
were sensitive to the Incongruency manipulation, the

whole-brain contrast testing for a main effect of Incongruent > Congruent trials revealed no clusters at p < .001
uncorrected. This lack of an effect of Incongruency could
reﬂect the fact that this manipulation was relevant to the
response period only, which took place a couple of seconds
after the appearance of the rule cues relevant to the manipulations of Rule Type and Switching. However, PMC did
demonstrate an interaction between Rule Type and Incongruency, such that the effect of Incongruency was greater
for Color trials than for Direction trials (signiﬁcant for right
PMC, and trend-level for left PMC). This ﬁnding reﬂects the
behavioral results, and supports the hypothesis that selection of the appropriate motor response (mediated in part by
PMC) is more difﬁcult on Color than Direction trials because
the Direction rule comes to mind more automatically than
the Color Rule, and therefore the direction of the stimulus is likely to interfere with performance on Color trials.
Similarly, on the Stroop task, the less-automatic response
(naming the color of the word) is more vulnerable to distracting information from the more-automatic response
(reading the word) than the other way around.
4.2. Similar cognitive control regions across children and
adults
Cognitive control regions were engaged similarly across
children and adults, even though adults performed the
task more accurately and more rapidly. In contrast, other
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studies have demonstrated shifts in the functional networks recruited for cognitive control across development
(Brown et al., 2005; Dosenbach et al., 2010; Scherf et al.,
2006), or changes in the activation proﬁles within the same
functional networks across development (Bunge et al.,
2002; Rubia et al., 2006). Our ﬁnding of similar engagement
of cognitive control regions across children and adults may
make sense in the context of our ﬁnding of overlapping
regions responding to the Rule and Switch manipulations.
That is, the high degree of overlap in regions responding
to the Rule and Switch manipulations suggests their role
in maintenance of information in working memory. However, the primary developmental differences in activation
of DLPFC are observed during manipulation of information in working memory rather than in maintenance (Crone
et al., 2006c; Jolles et al., 2011). Thus, children and adults
may show similar recruitment of cognitive control regions
to the extent that those regions support the maintenance
of information in working memory.
4.3. Distinct temporal dynamics in activation of
cognitive control regions across children and adults
The primary differences between children and adults in
our task may take the form of distinct temporal dynamics
in the activation of cognitive control regions. Speciﬁcally,
in children but not adults, initial DLPFC activation appeared
to be driven by the previous trial’s rule, starting higher
for a preceding Color trial than for a preceding Direction
trial, regardless of whether the current trial was Color or
Direction. Further testing will be necessary to conﬁrm this
pattern in DLPFC, and to test whether it extends to other
cognitive control regions, as the data suggest.
These timecourse ﬁndings are consistent with other
ﬁndings highlighting the “sluggishness” of prefrontal rule
representations early in development. For example, such
sluggishness during development has been measured
behaviorally, using factor analyses of executive function
that reveal poor shifting-speciﬁc abilities, which have been
interpreted in terms of mental “stickiness”. Such stickiness
during development is associated with better behavioral
outcomes, such as fewer attention problems (Friedman
et al., 2007) and better self-restraint (Friedman et al.,
2011). The sluggishness of children’s rule representations
could also play a role in improvements in cognitive control
that are observed when children are asked to wait before
responding (Diamond et al., 2002), and in children showing
larger carry-over effects from previous trials than adults in
task-switching paradigms (Cepeda et al., 2001; Crone et al.,
2006d).
In addition, such stickiness during development has
been motivated computationally. In a neural network
model of the development of task-switching (Morton and
Munakata, 2002), a slow updating of prefrontal representations needed to be incorporated to simulate children’s
behavior in response to negative feedback (Chatham et al.,
in press). Speciﬁcally, if children receive negative feedback
when they fail to switch to new task rules, some children respond by adopting an “opposites” game, sticking
with their old rules instead of switching to the new rules,
but doing the opposite of what they were doing before.

Simulating such effects required the models to be slow to
update to the current rules, so that they could apply their
learning to the prior rules, suggesting that such sluggishness might support the behaviors observed in children.
Our timecourse ﬁndings are also consistent with other
evidence of developmental transitions in the temporal
dynamics of cognitive control, speciﬁcally, a transition
from reactive to proactive control across development
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2011; Chatham et al., 2009; Finn
et al., 2010). Together, these results suggest that children are more likely than adults to maintain prior rule
information when it is no longer relevant, and to retrieve
current rule information reactively rather than maintaining
it proactively.
5. Summary
More generally, our ﬁndings highlight informative similarities and differences across brain regions and across
development. Several cognitive control regions responded
similarly to the manipulations of rule difﬁculty and
rule-switching. These regions responded similarly across
children and adults, with the exception of DLPFC being
slower to update to the current rule in children. These patterns of similarities and differences observed in our study
add to a growing literature suggesting that common mechanisms can contribute to a variety of executive functions,
and that certain developmental changes may be evident
not in changes in brain regions involved, but rather in
changes in the timing of engagement of these regions.
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